2–4

players

12+

30–45
min.

GAME OVERVIEW
The Golden Sails is a bright set collection game with a tide dra�t mechanic where the card that
you choose to play on might not be available for you. It’s played over 12 rounds, and as soon as
all players have their 12 cards, they proceed to scoring. The player with the most VPs ( ) wins.

GAMEPLAY
Each player has a set of 5 Experts:
a Cook
, a Hunter
, a Sorcerer
an Armorer
, and a Jeweler
.

,

Each round each player assigns their Expert to 1 of the revealed Goods cards and thus determines its side.
Each Goods card contains 5 sides:
There are 4 types of ANIMALS:

There are 6 kinds of SPICES
SPICES:
anise

mint

pepper

juniper

lotus

cloves

unicorn

phoenix

giant spider

sea serpent

All players score VPs for their animals according
to one of the 5 di�ferent Reference cards backs.

Each set of di�ferent
spices scores
a progressing
number of VPs.

There are 4 kinds
of WEAPONS:

There are various
ways to score VPs and modify
your results with SPELLS
SPELLS:

boomerang

Gain VP for a Goods type, particular
sets and certain Spices and Animals

shuriken

mambele
katar

These values stand for the amounts of VPs stolen from
the players to the right and le�t.
Turn any one of your
Goods cards with
any side up at the
end of the game

Get gem modiﬁers,
weapon enhancers,
and more!

However, if you get 2 of a kind, they become useless!

You should also go for continuous sequences of Gems. The longer
it is (x), the more VPs you score (x²). The Gems are stored face down.

Starting with the last player and going in the opposite direction, the players then dra�t the Goods cards and discard
the Experts assigned to them. A�ter the 4th and 8th rounds all Experts are returned to the players.

KEY SELLING POINTS

PRACTICAL INFO

Small box — incredibly deep gameplay
No universal winning strategy,
numerous scoring options
Gorgeous artwork, bright bold colors
Alternate cover artwork for your consideration

CONTENTS
48 Goods cards
20 Expert cards
5 double-sided Reference cards
1 ﬁrst player card
1 score pad
rules of play
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